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Preserving Ohio’s Place in the Civil 
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• Civil Rights Movement in Ohio 
Symposium – October 21, 2017,  
Shiloh Baptist Church, Columbus

• 20th Century African American Civil 
Rights Movement in Ohio: Evaluating 
and Nominating Historic Properties

• State Historic Preservation Office 
project funded by National Park 
Service African American Civil Rights 
Grant Program 

• Prepared by Rory Krupp and Roy 
Hampton of Owen & Eastlake, Charles 
Casey-Leininger, Cathy Nelson

Freedom Summer 1964, volunteers at Western College for Women, 
Oxford, OH. 
George R. Hoxie, photographer, courtesy Smith Library of Regional 
History, Oxford, OH  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 2017, Ohio’s State Historic Preservation Office, a division of the Ohio History Connection received a grant from the U.S. Department of the Interior's National Park Service African American Civil Rights Grant Program.  Our project was to research, document, and assist in the preservation of historic properties associated with African American history and the civil rights movement in Ohio during the 20th century. The grant project completed a National Register Multiple Property Documentation cover for “African American Civil Rights Movement in Ohio, 1900-1970,” one National Register nomination, and this online guidance to aid in nominating Civil Rights-associated properties to the National Register of Historic Places. The project was officially kicked off with a symposium at Shiloh Baptist Church, a historic black church in Columbus, Ohio. The information-gathering day brought together a statewide group to discuss the history and significance of the civil rights movement and identify broad themes and important individuals and groups along with communities, properties, and neighborhoods associated with the themes in Ohio. Speakers included two prominent scholars with expertise in the civil rights movement, Ohio State University Associate Professor Hassan Jeffries and Georgia Institute of Technology Assistant Professor Todd M. Michney. The presenters and participants divided into small groups to share information and personal experiences about stories of the 20th-century civil rights movement and places in Ohio related to it.



What is the Multiple Property 
Document?

• The MPD facilitates the National Register evaluation and 
nomination for groups of related significant properties by 
organizing the themes, trends, and patterns of history 
shared by the properties into historic contexts and 
property types represented by those themes

• The MPD is not a nomination – does not nominate 
properties, but serves as the basis for evaluating National 
Register eligibility of the related properties

• The MPD is not a “catch-all” for nominating properties 
lacking in significance or historic integrity
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Presentation Notes
Provides a framework for evaluating a thematic group of historic properties Organized by theme, place, and timeTime period associated with events significant to the historic contextGeographic area – local, regional, state, nationalSignificance of a property type linked to its relationship to the historic contextProperty types can have significance in history, architecture, engineering, archaeology, culture or a combination of several categories.To qualify for the National Register all properties must meet National Register Criteria and possess historic integrity to reflect their significance. 



African American Civil Rights Movement in 
Ohio, 1900-1970 Multiple Property Document 

• The MPD will aid in the evaluation and nomination of significant buildings, 
sites, structures, objects, and districts associated with African American’s 
efforts to gain equal rights in Ohio during the period of 1900-1970.

• Associated Historic Contexts present the broad themes and trends associated 
with the 20th century African American Civil Rights Movement in Ohio. 

• Property Types associated with the historic themes within the context and time 
period including representative and distinctive examples associated with 
specific cities and neighborhoods highlighted in the MPD. 

• Registration Requirements assess the significance and integrity of the property 
types and a detailed analysis of how each property type may meet the  
National Register Criteria for Evaluation. 

• Additional Documentation includes bibliography and list of Properties  
Associated with African American Civil Rights in Ohio.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The African American Civil Rights Movement MPD cover document, will aid in the evaluation and nomination of significant buildings, sites, structures, objects, and districts associated with African American’s efforts to gain equal rights in Ohio during the period of 1900-1970. It includes: Associated Historic Contexts - discussing the broad themes and trends associated with the history of Civil Rights in Ohio for Public Accommodations, Education, Employment, Housing, and Police Relations. The Property Types associated with the historic themes include Amusement parks and pools, barbershops and beauty parlors, churches, social clubs and fraternal clubs, educational facilities, public housing, and protest marching routes, etc.The Registration Requirements assess the significance and integrity of the property types and offer an analysis of how each property type may meet the National Register Criteria for Evaluation. List of Properties – not comprehensive – mostly those places mentioned in the MPD text. (not all of the properties on the list have been evaluated as qualifying for the National Register)When an individual property is nominated to the National Register, now or in the future – the nomination does not have to restate the entire historic context associated with the property, but instead can refer to the MPD and focus the nomination’s content on the specific history of that property and how it fits into the broader context. Additionally, in assessing the historic integrity of the nominated property reference can be made back to the registration requirements outlined in the MPD and demonstrate how the nominated property meet them. The whole idea is to streamline the nomination documentation for individual properties and districts.



What is the National Register of Historic Places?

• Official list of properties recognized as 
worthy of preservation

• Local, State, or National significance 

• American history, Architecture, 
Archaeology, Engineering, or Culture

• Over 4000 listings, with more than 
50,000 historic properties

• 540 listings for historic districts, 
including commercial, residential, 
large farms or estates, and campuses 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The National Register of Historic Places is the official list of properties worthy of preservation for their significance in American history, archaeology, architecture, engineering, culture.  National Register created by the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, as amended. Set up the register and created a federal-state system to administer the program.Created a system for recognizing significant historic properties at the National, State, and Local levels.Ohio ranks 3rd in Nation with number of NR listings. National Register of Historic Places is the cornerstone  of the national historic preservation program because it recognizes properties significant to American history and deems them worthy of preservation.  The National Register is the official list of these historic properties recognized by the federal government.National Register listing tells property owners, local officials, interested groups, and citizens you have something worthy of preservation; but leaves decision-making about what that means to the property owner, etc.



What Makes a Property Eligible for the 
National Register?

• AGE (typically 50 years or older)

• SIGNIFICANCE (local, state, national levels)
• A – Event or broad pattern of events
• B – Persons important in our past
• C – Architectural merit
• D – Yield important information

• INTEGRITY
• Location, Design, Setting, Materials, Workmanship, 

Feeling, Association

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To qualify for the National Register, these basic items must be met:Age -- at least 50 years or older (will discuss exceptions to this a little later in presentation.Significance -- why is the property important in history, architectural, culture?National Register Criteria for Evaluation -- addresses a property’s significance in history, association with important people, architectural design or stylistic significance, information potential.National, State, Local levels of significance. Majority of Ohio NR nominations are recognized for local level of significance.Integrity – Place-based history --  retains the historic characteristics to convey significance.– grounded in the understanding of a property’s physical features and how they relate to its significance



African American Civil Rights 
Movement in Ohio, 1900-1970

• Associated Historic Contexts

• Property Types

• Research Sources, Contacts



Associated Historic Contexts 
National Register – Historic Context

• Understanding a property’s role within its 
area of significance

• Historical Theme
• Knowledge of its time
• Geographical area
• Making comparisons among similar 

properties

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The evaluation of properties for National Register eligibility involves an assessment of the significance of a property as part of the history of the relevant geographical area, the history of associated historical themes or subjects, and within an historical and contemporary time frame—in other words, its context. The basic concept of historic context is this – properties do not exist in a vacuum – they relate to larger historic contexts or patterns of history. The essence of a NR nomination is to tell the history of the property and then demonstrate how it is important within the area of significance, time period, and geographical area.  The nomination must also explain how the property stands out in comparison to other similar properties. 



African American Civil Rights 
Movement in Ohio, 1900-1970

• Associated Historic Contexts
Historic Overview
Public Accommodations
Education
Employment
Housing
Police Relations/Police Brutality

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The MPD consists of a broad overview of the state’s civil rights movement followed by key themes. It is not an exhaustive history of Ohio African American civil rights. Instead, it highlights turning points, interspersed with typical experiences from each period. It covers a broad range of civil rights in Ohio, including actions taken by individuals, civil rights organizations, and various levels of government. Civil rights themes of public accommodation, education, employment, housing, and police relations and police brutality are explored in detail with examples of civil rights transgressions, community responses and tactics, and outcomes. The (MPD) also details regional changes in the state and the pace of civil rights changes. Advances in civil rights were not equal in all areas. Metropolitan areas outpaced rural areas even when legislation was in place that guaranteed equal access to public accommodation and education. Urban – larger concentration/organizations – more activism  Rural - more accommodations, smaller numbers



Associated Property Types
• Property Type Descriptions

• Property Type Significance
Criterion A – events, broad patterns 
Criterion B – productive lives of significant people
Criterion C – architectural style, master, construction, 

engineering
Criterion D – yield important information based upon      

research questions 

• Property Type Registration Requirements = Historic 
Integrity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The associated property types list the most common properties associated with civil rights in Ohio. A property type not listed may still be associated with civil rights history.Properties need to be directly associated with the historic event, person, or potential to yield future information. Because many properties might have existed for decades before the period of significance, or the time period the property is directly associated with Civil Rights activities, it is important to identify the property’s characteristics reflecting that specific time period.Civil rights historic sites may be registered under a number of National Register criteria. Criterion A is the most likely for significance reflecting a broad theme in civil rights such as a property important in the desegregation of schools in a community. Criterion B would be applicable for a person who made a significant contribution to civil rights through legislation, organizational involvement, legal action but not limited to these activities. Criterion C is most likely to be used in conjunction with Criterion A where a historic building was involved in a civil rights event such as a church or for a historic district. Criterion D is generally, but not always, associated with archaeological sites.A civil rights site under Criterion C would in all likelihood be a building, structure, or object nominated under Criterion A that is also nominated under Criterion C. Churches associated with civil rights but architecturally significant in their own right are the most likely examples. Historic Districts associated with civil rights history will also apply under Criterion C as a distinguishable entity whose components may lack individual distinction.



African American Civil Rights Movement 
in Ohio, 1900-1970

• Property Types
• Public Accommodations

• Pools, Barbershops, Hotels, Restaurants, 
Theaters

• Education
• Education buildings, March routes

• Employment
• Commercial, Factories, Educational, 

Theaters

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Registration Requirements – assessing historic integrity – very important to know and understand the significance of the property in order to be able to identify the key character-defining physical characteristics conveying that significance and specific place in time. The important consideration is an overall sense that the building retains the essential physical features that made up its character and appearance for the time when important civil rights events occurred, the time when the property was an important community resource, or the time when it was associated with an important community leader. Therefore, the property must retain an overall sense of form and proportion from the period of significance; some material alterations are permissible as long as they do not affect the form, proportions, and materials of the building to the point that the sense of feeling and association for the period of significance is lost. Interior integrity should be considered. – where did the event take place, how did the property factor into the significance of Civil Rights history of the property and what physical features must remain to reflect that specific history? 



African American Civil Rights 
Movement in Ohio, 1900-1970

• Property Types
• Housing

• Public Housing, Individual Houses, 
Apartments, Subdivisions

• Police Relations/Police Brutality
• Barbershops/Beauty Parlors, Bowling 

Alleys, Government Buildings, Urban 
Uprising Sites, Black Nationalists HQs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A note about research sources:The registration guidelines in the MPD suggest corroboration of events within the press, legal system, or civil rights organizations. It is important to note the distinction between the black press, usually weekly papers published in large cities that had metropolitan or regional coverage, and the white press. Newspapers and magazines that catered to white audiences usually only covered civil rights events if they caused a major disruption. While they are a way to gauge significance they are a poor source for verification of local events. Conversely, the black press covered such events in detail. Black papers in major cities also covered events in smaller cities and towns throughout the state. Civil rights events were also covered in out-of-state newspapers such as the Pittsburgh Courier, Indianapolis Recorder, and the Chicago Defender. Magazines that catered to an African American audience are also excellent sources of verification and information. Examples include the NAACP publication, The Crisis, Ebony, Jet and Opportunity. National and state civil rights organization archives are often the best source for local verification The National Papers of the NAACP contain detailed accounts of many local civil rights events. Local organizations such as the Future Outlook League and Columbus’ Vanguard League often have archives in major libraries and historical societies. They often record events in their entirety. The Federal Housing Administration internal publication, Insured Mortgage Portfolio, is invaluable in regards to federal housing and minority housing. Detailed information about first time programs and program location is available.



MPD-National Register Nomination

• National Register nominations include –
• Section 7 architectural description and Section 8 statement of significance
• A USGS 7.5 minute map with historic district boundary and UTM 

coordinates according to National Register guidance
• Site plan, floor plans
• Digital photographs taken according to National Register guidance in 

sufficient quantity to record exterior, interior, contributing and non-
contributing properties

• A bibliography, Verbal Boundary Description and Justification 
• Read the sample nominations for Eugene McKinley Memorial Pool and 

Manse Hotel and Annex for additional guidance

National Register nominations document the property’s significance and how 
it meets National Register criteria, using the MPD to evaluate the property 
within the historic context and assess its historic integrity with the registration 
requirements outlined in the cover document. 



Contact for more information
State Historic Preservation Office

614-298-2000
Barbara Powers

Department Head, Inventory  & Registration
bpowers@ohiohistory.org

Ross Nelson
Survey and National Register Reviewer

rnelson@ohiohistory.org
Susan Tietz

Survey and National Register Reviewer
stietz@ohiohistory.org
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Presentation Notes
We look forward to working with anyone interested in nominating a property to the National Register. Nominations for qualifying historic properties will expand knowledge of the civil rights movement in Ohio by documenting the connection between people and events defining the movement and significant places where its history happened. The information shared will assist in the preservation of historic properties associated with African American history and the civil rights movement in Ohio through greater awareness and education about the benefits of historic preservation and the creation of tools to facilitate successful National Register nominations for significant properties.
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